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Axial compressors may be operated under off-design inci-
dences due to variable operating conditions. Therefore, a
successful design requires accurate performance and stabil-
ity limits predictions under a wide operating range. Design-
ers generally rely both on correlations and on RANS, the ac-
curacy of the latter often being questioned. The present study
investigates profile losses in an axial compressor linear cas-
cade using both RANS and wall-resolved Large Eddy Simu-
lation (LES), and compares with measurements. The analy-
sis concentrates on “loss buckets”, local separation bubbles
and boundary layer transition with high levels of free stream
turbulence, as encountered in real compressor environment
without and with periodic incoming wakes. The work extends
previous research with the intention of furthering our under-
standing of prediction tools and improving our quantification
of the physical processes involved in loss generation. The
results show that while RANS predicts overall profile losses
with good accuracy, the relative importance of the different
loss mechanisms does not match with LES, especially at off-
design conditions. This implies that a RANS based optimi-
sation of a compressor profile under a wide incidence range
may require a thorough LES verification at off-design inci-
dence.

1 INTRODUCTION
Axial compressors, in both power generation and aero-

propulsion, are asked to operate under a wide range of condi-
tions with strong off-design incidences. The full exploitation

of Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) in the design
of axial compressors is limited by two key problems: 1 - At
design conditions, small efficiency and deviation angle in-
accuracies at single airfoil level can have strong snow-ball
effect in multistage compressors compromising stage match-
ing. 2 - Off-design conditions require the ability to accu-
rately predict stall, a realm where RANS has well-known
problems.

With mismatches in predicted and actual performance
likely to result in costly redesigns of the compressor, the em-
phasis on accurate predictions at the design stage is becom-
ing ever more important, especially with the current design
trend with stages more highly loaded and the first stages tran-
sonic [1]. Therefore, improvements in CFD techniques are
already a large research area, with work on improving cur-
rent models and developing new techniques currently tak-
ing place. In many cases the computational cost of applying
high fidelity methods, like Large Eddy Simulation (LES) to
relevant flows is still prohibitive and options are often lim-
ited to RANS. The use of hybrid methods such as Detached
Eddy Simulations present an attractive means of improving
predictions with limited cost increase, but these methods are
still exposed to many of the shortcomings of RANS.

It is well known that RANS accuracy can be at risk, even
at design point, when periodic disturbances (like incoming
wakes) and turbulence (that naturally builds up in a mul-
tistage compressor) occur at length scales similar to those
RANS or URANS is modelling [2, 3]. Accuracy can further
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deteriorate when large scale/low frequency structures coex-
ist with background turbulence, a situation that can occur at
off-design conditions where large separations and turbulent
shedding can occur.

As it seems unlikely that a replacement for RANS mod-
elling that holds valid in a wide enough operating range will
be found in the near future it is important to understand its
performance prediction characteristics. Hence, in an attempt
to ensure that decisions made at the design stage are made
with a proper understanding of the predictions results it is
important to compare RANS not only with measurements,
but also with higher accuracy methods to both quantify the
differences and understand the physics.

Large Eddy Simulations can provide the required im-
proved accuracy and serve as reference for comparison with
standard methods. This is becoming more viable for engine
Reynolds number flows, albeit limited to only a few runs.
With access to these improved methods a better understand-
ing of the current design methods can be gained and their
limitations can be quantified. Such practice proved success-
ful for Low-Pressure-Turbines, [4, 5], where RANS closure
assumptions were benchmarked by using both DNS and LES
flow fields. The purpose of this paper is to extended such
practice to axial compressors cascades.

Axial compressors profiles require more attention to off-
design conditions as opposed to axial turbines. As turbine
airfoils, up to high-subsonic conditions, show a moderate
performance degradation at off-design, the existing DNS and
LES investigations concentrated on design conditions and on
combinations of design parameters that did not deviate from
design [6]. On the contrary, the design of an axial compres-
sor requires a much more detailed investigation of off-design
operability, or stall margin, at both positive and negative in-
cidences. In particular, even the post-stall behaviour of an
airfoil is of interest as the wakes strength and frequency of
the separation bubble burst are important information that
generally become available only in the testing phase. There-
fore, the analyses described in this paper consider both de-
sign and off-design conditions of a typical axial compres-
sor vane in a linear cascade configuration. With the aid of
a set of high-resolution LES, the performance of current de-
sign methods, specifically Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
(RANS), is also reviewed to investigate the physics involved.

Extending the need for better prediction to time depen-
dent phenomena such as wake interactions is a logical next
step as these interactions are fundamental in today’s com-
pressor designs. The influence of discrete free stream distur-
bances on the performance of down stream blade rows can
affect stage matching and overall performance. In compres-
sors the combination of reduced frequency and flow coef-
ficient keeps periodic incident wakes distinct, while in tur-
bines wakes have been demonstrated to merge sometimes
before reaching the downstream airfoils [4]. As a result, in-
coming wakes do have distinct effects on a compressor blade
performance. It is shown that wakes cause large variations
of the blade boundary layer, with changes in the transition
mechanisms and transition point over the blade surface [7].
Capturing these variations is vital to properly predicting the

performance of a compressor stage [8]. However it is of-
ten too costly to simulate wake interaction fully which has
resulted in simplification techniques to improve simulations
predictions without excessive expense.

This paper addresses these points, and, after a prelim-
inary validation built upon a previous paper from the au-
thors [9], it focuses on a detailed loss generation mechanism
analysis to highlight the limitations and performance of the
CFD tools used.

2 CASE SET-UP
The simulations focus on the performance prediction of

a NACA 65 V103 airfoil, that is representative of a realis-
tic axial compressor mid-section. The airfoil performance
has been investigated by Leipold et al. [10] and Hilgenfeld
& Pfitzner [11] who concentrated on the midspan section of
a linear cascade rig to minimize the complex flow interac-
tions that end walls and tip leakages cause. The experiments
cover design and off-design incidence as wall as the impact
of incoming wakes. The set-up is outlined in Figure 1 with a
schematic representation of the cascade. The upstream mov-
ing bars used for wake generation, placed at a distance of
0.38 chord upstream of the leading edge, are removed for
off-design incidence conditions. The nominal simulation pa-
rameters are outlined in Table 1.

The simulations concentrate on the mid-span section at
an axial chord Reynolds number of ≈ 300,000 and an inlet
Mach number of 0.67. For the cases looking at the effects of
off-design incidence a nominal level of 3% free stream tur-
bulence is added to ensure engine-like operating conditions.
The incident wake case however was run without free stream
turbulence, as for turbine flow calculations background tur-
bulence had marginal effect when combined with incoming
wakes [4]. The final running conditions for the two cases
are given in Table 2. It is noted that the Mach number for
the wake case is slightly lower than the desired 0.67 due to
a larger than predicted slowdown of the flow due to the bar
blockage.

The mesh is a structured H-grid with an embedded O-
grid type as outlined by the dashed lines in Figure 2. The in-
let length upstream of the blade mesh was deliberately kept
short to allow the addition of the moving bar mesh (see Fig-
ure 2 outlined in purple). For the off-design simulations the
moving bar mesh is replaced with a uniform mesh. The bar
mesh is also an H-grid with embedded O-grid structure re-
peated for each bar. The computational domain extends 0.5
chord upstream of the profile for the clean inlet cases and 0.6
chord for the moving bar case, while the downstream and
span-wise extents were kept constant for all simulations at
1 chord and 0.2 chord lengths respectively. The blade mesh
contains 603,136 points in the plane and 128 modes in the
span giving a total of ≈155M points. For the appended up-
stream mesh, the off-design mesh contains 24,576 points in
the plane and the moving bar mesh 132,096. Both have 128
modes in the span giving ≈6M and ≈34M points respec-
tively.

The LES simulations are wall resolved. Therefore, the
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blade mesh has a wall resolution of ∆x+ ≈ 15− 20, ∆y+ ≈
1.5 and ∆z+ ≈ 12−22, with the lowest resolution found near
the stagnation point of the leading edge. The resolution of the
bar mesh was restricted to the smallest cell size of the blade
to ensure no time step penalty was incurred, resulting in a
resolution of ∆x+ ≈ 5−12, ∆y+ ≈ 2−4 and ∆z+ ≈ 15−27
for the bars. The 2D RANS simulations are performed on
a 151,000 points mesh with a wall resolution of y+ < 1 for
both suction and pressure surfaces.

The boundary conditions for the simulations are the
same for all cases apart from the addition of free-stream tur-
bulence in the clean inlet cases. The exit boundary condition
is a non-reflective characteristic boundary prescribing pres-
sure only, while the blade and bar walls are non-slip adia-
batic. Finally the span-wise and pitch-wise boundaries are
periodic.

For the cases requiring free-stream turbulence the syn-
thetic inlet turbulent length scales are set to 10% chord in
the pitch wise and stream wise directions and 5% chord in
the span wise direction, limited by the domain length and
filter width. The length scale of the free-stream turbulence
was not explicitly given in the experimental reference cases
so the choice of length scale is based on expected turbulent
length scales shed from upstream blades in a real engine.

The incident wake case replicates the set-up of Hilgen-
feld & Pfitzner [11] run with a reduced frequency of 0.66,
defined as Fred = VbarC

PbarU
, flow coefficient of ≈ 5.7, defined

as U
Vbar

at a Reynolds number of 300,000 and Mach number
of 0.67. While the bar speed gives a flow coefficient that
is not representative of typical engine conditions, the case
does provide a good starting point for comparison with ex-
perimental data for what concerns the capability of the code
to describe the details of the incoming wakes. To investi-
gate a case with realistic periodic incoming wakes we set-up
an additional numerical case the characteristics of which are
summarized in Table 2 under the Wake New column. The
Wake New case uses the same set-up as the reference wake
case but with a single bar placed up-stream with tbar = t. The
results of the Wake New case are discussed in the final sec-
tion of the paper and these provide further insight into the
effects wakes have on the blade performance.

The reference planes used throughout the study for nor-
malization, inlet parameters and loss calculations are 0.3
chord upstream of the leading edge and 0.1 chord down-
stream of the trailing edge. The inlet reference plane lies
between the moving bars and the blade.

Table 1. Nominal simulation parameters
Ma=0.67 α = 42◦

Re=300,000 t/C=0.59
d/C=0.059 βs = 112.5◦

cbar/C=0.0098 tbar=t/3

0.3C

0.1C

t

C

Ma2

Ma1
α

βs

βu

Ubar

cbar

tbar

Inlet Ref. Outlet Ref.

d

Fig. 1. Schematic of the NACA 65 linear compressor cascade used
here, based on outline in Hilgenfeld & Pfitzner [11]

Inlet
Outlet

Periodic

Periodic

Blade boundary

Fig. 2. Boundary conditions and multi block layout of the linear cas-
cade. Moving bar mesh shown in purple

Table 2. Final simulation conditions
Off-design Wake [11] Wake New

Reynolds 289K 280K 314K
Mach 0.65 0.63 0.658
Flow Angle 49.2 43. 43.9
% Tu at LE
(pitch average)

3.5 4.6 3.5

Reduced Freq. NA 0.66 1.9
Flow coef. NA 5.7 0.89

3 NUMERICS AND COMPUTATIONAL PERFOR-
MANCE
The LES simulations are performed by the in house code

HiPSTAR [12]. The code is a compressible Navier-Stokes
multi-block structured solver, employing finite differences in
the plane and a Fourier spectral method in the span-wise di-
rection. The code, originally developed for Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS), uses fourth-order standard finite differ-
ences and a fourth-order low storage Runge-Kutta method
by [13] for time integration.

The code uses characteristic interface conditions [14] for
block communications with non-reflective zonal characteris-
tic boundary conditions [15] to avoid discontinuities across
mesh blocks. A sixth-order standard difference filter is also
applied after every full Runga-Kutta time step to damp nu-
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merical instabilities. To further aid stability skew-symmetric
splitting [16] of the convective terms is used.

The code employs the Wall Adaptive Local Eddy viscos-
ity model by Nicoud and Ducros [17] to close the LES equa-
tions. The code was validated for supersonic wakes [18], tur-
bulent jets in coflow [19], low pressure turbines [12], and ax-
ial compressors [9], providing evidence of its capabilities and
performance. The turbulent inflow is achieved using the dig-
ital filter approach of Klein et al. [20], while the sliding mesh
interface employs the same characteristic interface condition
applied between block boundaries (see [21]).

The RANS simulations have been performed using the
commercial code ANSYS CFX using the SST turbulence
model with transition captured using the γ−Reθ model. For
the calculation of fluid viscosity Sutherland’s law is used for
both the LES and RANS simulations. The choice of the SST
turbulence model for RANS modeling is made based on the
transition model which is formulated in the context of the
SST model.

The simulations were performed on the UK national
super computer ARCHER using hybrid openmp-mpi paral-
lelization. The time step was set to 1×10−5 and≈ 3×10−5,
normalised by chord and free-stream velocity, for the off-
design and wake cases respectively. the addition of wakes
improved the stability of the simulation by changing the
boundary layer behavior, allowing it to be run much closer to
the CFL limit. The off-design simulation was run on 7,344
cores for 30 hours to obtain the statistical data needed while
the wake case was run on 8,640 cores for 60 hours. Both
cases required several flow through times to complete transi-
tion from initialization before statistics could be collected.

4 RESULTS OVERVIEW
This section focuses on validation, flow field analysis,

and on the incidence sweep. The time averaging process was
extended until no further change is seen with increased con-
vergence time. The runs without incoming wakes required
approximately 5 blade flow through times, while with wakes
the through flow times extended to 10. For the moving bar
phase locked averages, a single bar period is broken down
into 18 phases with each phase averaged over 10 instances.

In order to compare the various simulations from RANS
and LES, an appropriate averaging technique is needed for
the inlet and exit sections. Reference quantities were de-
termined by using either mixed out averaging, as described
by Prasad [22], or via mass averaging. For the clean inlet
cases the total losses are calculated using mixed out averag-
ing, while the total loss for the wake case is presented as a
mass average loss to account for the unmixed wakes passing
through the passage.

4.1 Validation
The reference experiments [10] and the LES concen-

trate on the V103 geometry at an inlet Mach number of 0.67
and a Reynolds number of 300,000. As described in the pa-
per [9], the inlet flow angle must be adjusted from α = 42◦

Table 3. Comparison of the loss coefficient and turning angle be-
tween LES and experiment.

LES Experimental [10]
Loss coefficient 0.045 0.042

Flow turning 33.9◦ 34◦

to 40◦ in the LES to match the experimental loading. The
likely reason for this difference of 2◦ is the presence of three-
dimensional effects in the experiments, which are discussed
in Iseler, Hilgenfeld & Pfitzner [23].

The LES loading is compared to the experimental load-
ing in Figure 3. The peak isentropic Mach number is 0.90 in
the LES compared to 0.87 in the data. The trailing edge isen-
tropic Mach number is slightly lower in the LES than the ex-
periment. These observations are consistent with the growth
of the endwall boundary layers (i.e. a streamtube contrac-
tion) being present in the experiments. Such an acceleration
from the leading edge to the trailing edge would explain why
the experiment shows a lower isentropic Mach number than
LES near peak suction but a higher isentropic Mach number
towards the trailing edge.

The LES predicts a laminar separation and a separation-
induced transition on the suction side around mid-chord. As
is apparent from Figure 3, the separation occurs slightly ear-
lier in the LES (between 35-55% chord) compared with the
experiment (between 40-60%), which is consistent with the
stronger adverse pressure gradient in the LES. The RANS
however does not capture the suction side laminar separation
and subsequent transition at all but instead predicts bypass
transition. In addition to the loading, the losses and turning
from LES and experiment also agree favourably, shown in
Table 3.

For the case with upstream moving bars, Figure 4 com-
pares the measured and predicted LES wakes. A velocity
trace at a normal distance of 1.14% chord from the suction
surface at an axial distance of 65% chord, Figure 5, and a
momentum thickness trace at an axial position of 97% chord,
Figure 6 confirm how the predictions are in excellent agree-
ment with measurements.

For the momentum thickness, Figure 6, the comparison
overall is good. However it must be noted that the normal-
ization is done using the 44◦ data from the “clean” inflow
case, which is 1◦ off. This may result in a slight scaling dif-
ference. The slight mismatch near the minimum momentum
thickness is attributed to the presence of three dimensional
effects in the experiment mentioned previously.

4.2 Flow Field Analysis
The instantaneous span-wise vorticity is shown in Fig-

ure 7 for the positive incidence case, wake case and low in-
cidence case (α = 37◦) from Leggett et al. [9]. The span-
wise vorticity reveals the presence of large structures shed-
ding from the pressure surface leading edge at low incidence,
Figure 7(a), while they disappear at positive incidence, Fig-
ure 7(b). The suction surface shows the opposite trends with
an attached boundary layer at negative incidence which tran-
sitions further down-stream while at positive incidence the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental loading from [10] and LES with-
out moving bars at 40◦, Re=300,000, Mach 0.67
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Fig. 4. Inlet velocity trace normalized with free stream velocity.
Showing deficit produced by the moving bars.
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Fig. 5. Boundary layer Velocity trace at 1.14% chord normal from
the suction surface at 65% axial chord for moving bar case.

suction surface shows a leading edge transition, though no
large turbulent structures are present. For the wake case the
span-wise vorticity, Figure 7(c), clearly shows the presence
of the bar wakes passing through the blade passage, though
the influence of the wakes on the boundary layer is slightly
harder to see. It is still clear that both boundary layers are
largely well behaved apart from where wake interaction oc-
curs which induces transition.

The time averaged Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) is
given in Figure 8 for the same three cases illustrated above.
The LES without wakes shows how the main source of tur-
bulence in the flow moves from the pressure surface to the
suction surface as incidence is increased. Interestingly, the
main source of turbulence appears to be associated with the

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Time
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1.1

1.2
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θ s

te
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d
y

LES Moving Bar
Hilgenfeld et al.

Fig. 6. Comparison of suction surface boundary layer momentum
thickness at 97% axial chord for moving bar case. Normalised using
the LES case at 44◦.

trailing-edge separation on the suction surface at positive in-
cidence, even though leading edge separation and transition
is present in the high incidence case, as visible in the vorticity
contours, Figure 7. For the wake case the TKE shows similar
trends to the positive incidence off-design case, as the time
average statistics shows the blade is running at a flow angle
of 43◦, which corresponds to a positive incidence angle.

5 OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS
5.1 Blade Loading and Skin Friction

How the blade loading and the wall shear stress by
RANS evolve from design to off-design are among the first
things taken care of in the design phase. In this section the
accuracy of RANS predictions are benchmarked with LES.

Figures 9,10 and 11 extend the blade loading and wall
shear stress comparison by Leggett et al. [9] to a wider inci-
dence range. At positive incidence there is a clear reduction
in peak isentropic Mach number and no evidence of the suc-
tion side separation seen at negative incidence. RANS and
LES predictions at positive incidence agree well, with only
minor mismatch near the leading edge suction surface. The
wall shear stress plot, Figure 11, shows how at positive inci-
dence the pressure surface does not separate, with the bound-
ary layer gradually transitionining to a turbulent state. The
transition onset is slightly delayed on the pressure surface
compared to the 44◦ and the transition rate is also slower.
RANS predicts the transition further downstream in compar-
ison with the LES, without a clear increase in post transition
skin friction. The slower transition predicted by RANS is
in contrast to the isentropic Mach number loading, Figure
9, which shows a faster rate of deceleration of the pressure
surface compared with LES. This suggests that the transition
model in the RANS struggles to predict transition as well un-
der these conditions. The slower transitions compared with
the 44◦ case is brought about by the leading edge stagnation
point being located on the leading edge pressure side, re-
ducing the flow acceleration around the leading edge on the
pressure surface. This has the opposite effect on the suction
surface, where a clear rapid acceleration/deceleration of the
flow around the leading edge is seen in the sharp drop in the
isentropic Mach loading plots. The remainder of the suction
surface however has a similar steady deceleration from lead-
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(a) α = 37◦

(b) α = 49◦

(c) Wake New Case

Fig. 7. Span-wise instantaneous vorticity for negative incidence
case (a), positive incidence case (b) and wake case (c). Vorticity
contour limits [-10,10] based on non-dimensional velocity normalised
by inlet reference.

ing to trailing edge and no longer shows acceleration to peak
suction. However, as shown in Figure 10, the suction sur-
face does undergo early transition near the leading edge. As
the flow accelerates and decelerates around the leading edge
curvature there is a short separation bubble that transitions
immediately in the LES, while it shows a laminar reattach-
ment and then transition in the RANS (see Figure 10). In
this case, a fully-turbulent RANS, not shown here, predicts
the boundary-layer behavior and wake profiles better than
the RANS with transition as the fully turbulent results are
closer to LES. This leading edge separation is a process that
has been investigated by Walraevens and Cumpsty [24] who
showed the effects of leading edge geometry and incidence
at low speed. They also showed that Reynolds number has

(a) α = 37◦

(b) α = 49◦

(c) Wake New Case

Fig. 8. TKE for off-design incidences 37◦ (a), 49◦ (b) and time
statistics for the wake case (c). TKE contour limits [0,0.2] normalised
by inlet velocity.

limited effects on this leading edge separation. The rapid
transition in the LES is likely due to the interaction of the
free stream turbulence forcing the leading edge separation
shear layer. It is also noted that the flow separates again at
x/C≈ 0.8 and remains separated till the trailing edge, cap-
tured by both RANS and LES.

5.2 Boundary Layer Profiles
This section compares the LES and RANS boundary

layer profiles to determine how these two methods predict the
impact of the stream wise pressure gradient. Figures 12 and
13 show the suction surface wall normal profiles for TKE and
tangential velocity respectively. The plots show the changes
in the boundary layer from x/C= 0.64 to 0.99 for the off-
design incidence cases. The changes in the wall normal pro-
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Fig. 9. Isentropic Mach number for off-design LES and RANS
cases. RANS(dashed), LES(solid)
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Fig. 10. Suction surface skin friction for off-design LES and RANS
cases. RANS(dashed), LES(solid)

files support the changes seen in the skin friction and blade
loading. The small differences between RANS and LES at
the leading edge are propagated and amplified moving down-
stream, with a clear difference in velocity seen in the RANS
profiles and less severe reversed flow at the trailing edge sep-
aration. The difference is also highlighted in the TKE where
the LES shows a stronger free shear at the trailing edge and
a higher level of TKE in the boundary layer, similar to the
lower incidence cases.

5.3 Wake Profiles
As the interaction between adjacent blade rows is pre-

dominantly governed by wakes generated by the upstream
row, Figures 14 and 15 compare the wake profiles by LES
and RANS for two down stream planes at 2% and 10% chord
from the trailing edge respectively.

In both figures, the LES profiles show vertical error bars
that reflect the residual noise responsible for slightly negative
losses in the flow core. As discussed in the Loss Breakdown
section, this noise is quite small (the vertical bars are barely
visible). When adding the residual noise value to the flow
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Fig. 11. Pressure surface skin friction for off-design LES and RANS
cases. RANS(dashed), LES(solid)
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Fig. 12. Suction surface wall normal TKE profiles. At stream wise
positions x/C=0.64,0.76,0.99, normalised with U2

∞. Profiles are off-
set by 0.05 along the x axis. [37◦ (green), 40◦ (red), 44◦ (blue), 49◦

(black)]. RANS(dashed), LES(solid)

regions away from the wake, the losses turn positive again.
LES generally predicts wider wakes, with a more sub-

stantial deficit produced by the suction surface at positive
incidence: a trend expected from the wall normal velocity
profiles discussed previously. It is seen that the shear layer
produced at negative incidence, produced by the mismatch
in velocity of the pressure and suction surface boundary lay-
ers, is largely absent at positive incidence. A mismatch in
velocity between the two blade surfaces is still present but as
the pressure surface produces a very thin boundary layer the
shear layer produced in the wake is minimal. The difference
in the magnitude of the wake deficit between LES and RANS
is comparable to that at negative incidence but reversed with
the LES predicting a deeper wake at positive incidence while
RANS predicts a deeper wake at negative incidence. Finally
the predicted wake path for the LES shows the wake migrat-
ing toward the suction surface as it progresses down stream,
a trend not shown by the RANS.

5.4 Boundary Layer Quantities
The trailing edge momentum thickness in Figures 16

and 17 for the pressure and suction surfaces respectively cor-
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Fig. 13. Suction surface wall normal tangential velocity profiles at
the same stream wise locations as Figure 12, normalised with the
local free stream velocity. Profiles are off-set by 1.5 along the x axis.
[37◦ (green), 40◦ (red), 44◦ (blue), 49◦ (black)]. RANS(dashed),
LES(solid)
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Fig. 14. Total pressure wake profile taken 2% chord downstream of
the trailing edge.

relate to profile losses. It is therefore important to compare
how LES and RANS predict this key parameter. It is seen
that for both the pressure and suction surfaces there is some
disagreement between RANS and LES at large negative or
positive incidence. For the pressure surface this disagree-
ment is worst at negative incidence though the agreement
improves greatly as the incidence is increased. For the suc-
tion surface the opposite is true where disagreement is worst
at positive incidence.

6 LOSS BREAKDOWN
Prior to proceeding with the losses breakdown, the to-

tal mixed out loss coefficient for variable incidence angles is
shown in Figure 18. The LES “loss bucket” trend is fairly
well matched by the RANS, and they both agree well with
the measured value at α = 40◦. Leggett et al. [9] already dis-
cussed the difference in performance at low incidence, which
will therefore only by lightly touched upon here when com-
parison is required. The LES predicted values are supple-
mented by vertical bars that represent the uncertainty level
proportional to the residual noise at exit observed in the sim-
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Fig. 15. Total pressure wake profile taken 10% chord downstream
of the trailing edge.
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Fig. 16. Momentum thickness of the pressure surface for 37◦

(Green), 40◦ (Red), 44◦ (Blue), 49◦ (Black) with RANS(dashed)
LES(solid).

ulations as discussed below. This uncertainty is very small,
and it does not alter the overall LES predictions trend and
the relative comparison with RANS. At positive incidence
it is seen that RANS and LES match the loss well, improv-
ing on the comparison seen at 44◦, where RANS predicts a
notably higher loss. RANS and LES predictions are simi-
lar at 40◦ and 49◦ as the boundary layers at these off-design
incidences are driven strongly by the dynamics of the flow,
while at 44◦ the boundary layer is driven by a more uniform
pressure field which requires more accurate prediction by the
models.

While the overall loss coefficient computed from the
predicted time averaged exit stagnation pressure profile is
in good agreement with measurements, the simulations re-
vealed that without incoming wakes the exit stagnation pres-
sure in the flow core away from the blade boundary layers
could locally exceed the inlet value by less than 0.1%. We
never observed this phenomenon in the downstream wake,
as well as in a quite large set of companion simulations per-
formed on low-pressure and high-pressure turbines [6, 25].
After intense numerical testing, that included grid sensitiv-
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Fig. 18. Mixed out loss bucket for off-design incidence cases. The
total losses are shown as solid lines while the total Denton loss break-
down is shown by dashed lines.

ity and statistical convergence analyses, we concluded this
problem is caused by the concerted action of the extremely
low-level of losses in the flow core and the inlet stagnation
pressure profile dis-uniformities. The LES is conducted by
specifying a flat time averaged inlet velocity and the inlet
stagnation pressure is a result of the calculations. Due to the
low inlet Mach number, potential effects distort the pitch-
wise inlet stagnation pressure profile by around 0.8% of the
inlet average. Therefore, the average inlet value necessary
to compute a loss coefficient may be smaller than local exit
stagnation pressure values, also considering that losses in the
flow core are negligible, and that the blockage in the blade
passage causes a pitch-wise migration of the inlet minimum
and maximum stagnation pressures. As soon as entropy pro-
duction ramps up, i.e. in the wake, the exit stagnation pres-
sure never exceeds the inlet value. To account for this resid-
ual noise in the calculations we added an error bar of approx-
imately 5% proportional to the local computed average neg-
ative loss, that does not alter the overall conclusions drawn
from the simulations.

In order to provide useful information to designers an
attempt is made to determine the origins of losses following

Denton [26] control volume analysis applied to the trailing
edge of the compressor cascade. By performing a momen-
tum, energy and mass balance between the trailing edge sec-
tion and a far down stream section, the analysis allows the
origins of blade loss to be associated with different boundary
layer processes, measured at the trailing edge. The analysis
by Denton results in the following expression

ω =−Cpbt
w

+
2θ

w
+

(
δ∗+t

w

)2

, (1)

which describes the loss of a compressor cascade in
terms of form or pressure loss, momentum loss and displace-
ment or blockage loss respectively. Leggett et al. [9] applied
the Denton loss breakdown analysis to the same NACA 65
cascade at negative incidence. As such breakdown proved
quite sensitive to the definition of the boundary layer limit,
the suggested method outlined by Leggett et al. will be
used here in computing the boundary layer properties at 99%
chord between two adjacent blades. Figure 18 compares the
total loss calculated using the loss breakdown (dashed lines)
with the total pressure loss coefficient. The agreement is gen-
erally good, although some difference arise at positive inci-
dence. The Denton loss breakdown can be used to allocate
loss to the various processes outlined separately for the pres-
sure and suction surfaces, as shown in Figure 19 that reports
only the dominant terms.

The main contribution to loss shifts from the pressure
surface to the suction surface as the incidence is increased.
Notably, the main contribution at low incidence comes from
momentum loss from both surfaces. As expected at posi-
tive incidence the pressure surface contributes very little to
losses, but the suction surface displacement loss becomes
relevant. The higher contribution of displacement loss at
positive incidences is more in-line with the loss breakdown
trends seen for low pressure turbines outlined in the work by
Michelassi et al. [4]. It is suggested that this increase in dis-
placement loss is responsible for the over prediction in total
loss calculated using the loss breakdown, as the loss predic-
tion is very good at 44◦ and dominated by momentum losses.

The comparison of the total Denton loss between RANS
and LES is fair as both show the same trends with incidence.
The main difference between RANS and LES is seen in the
loss breakdown where there is reasonable difference in the
relative contributions from each term. RANS predicts lower
momentum and displacement losses compared with LES,
with the discrepancy in the momentum loss largest at the lim-
its of the loss bucket. Moreover, RANS does not predict the
large change in suction surface displacement loss seen in the
LES which is likely due to the change in the suction surface
boundary layer discussed earlier where RANS shows a more
energized boundary layer at the trailing edge. railing edge.
The analysis by Denton resulted in the following expression
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Fig. 20. Carpet plot showing the coalescing of wake induced tur-
bulence and separation turbulence in the instantaneous tangential
velocity. The plot is a plane yn/C = 9e− 5 from suction surface
with zero velocity contour in white.

7 INCIDENT WAKES
The following section looks at the behavior of the blade

boundary layer and loss when exposed to incident wakes
generated by a set of upstream moving bars. The investi-
gation with upstream moving bars by Hilgenfeld & Pfitzner
[11] used a non realistic combination of reduced frequency
and flow coefficient (0.66,5.7) with incoming wakes almost
parallel to the compressor profile, due to the upstream bar

phase 8 (1)

phase 10 (2)

phase 12 (3)

Fig. 21. Contour plots of phase lock averages showing the ve-
locity difference between the phase averages and full statistics,
||Uphase|| − ||U f ull ||. Corresponding to the phases shown in Fig-
ure 20. The contours limits are [-0.1,0.1] with zero limit shown in
black.

tangential speed limitation. Therefore we designed a new
numerical experiment by increasing the bar speed and reduc-
ing the bar count that gave a more realistic combination of
Fred and flow coefficient of≈ 1.9 and≈ 0.89 respectively, as
summarized in Table 2. Due to page limitations the detailed
analysis of this case will be discussed in a future paper but
it is instructive to compare here some of the findings of the
incoming wakes with the free-stream turbulence case of the
same incidince.

7.1 Incident Wake Flow Field
The instantaneous time plots of Figure 20, in which the

x-axis is the axial distance and the y-axis represents the 20%
chord computational domain extension in the span-wise di-
rection, show the tangential velocity at yn/C = 9e− 5 from
the suction surface. The set of images in Figure 20 show
the progression of wake induced turbulence and the conse-
quent suppression of the separation bubble, seen in images
(1) to (3). The zero velocity contour shown in white, out-
lines the areas of instantaneous separated flow. The position
of the incoming wake on the suction side can be determined
by looking at the companion plot of the velocity difference
between the phase locked and full statistics of Figure 21.

Looking at the instantaneous data of the various simu-
lations provides a good means of understanding what pro-
cesses are involved. In particular, the three snapshots reveal
the presence of Kelvin-Helmoltz (K−H) instabilities with
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Fig. 23. Suction surface skin friction for off-design and incident
wake cases. Phase lock average extremes shown in gray.

the intermittent presence of small separations that are the
premise to the subsequent transition to a turbulent state of the
boundary layer. It appears that the K−H structures are very
moderately triggered by the incoming wakes. The incoming
wakes are responsible for the local growth of turbulent ki-
netic energy visible as a quasi-circular spot at around 0.25
span moving 0.3 to 0.35 in the streamwise direction. The
size and intensity of the spot grows until it merges with more
turbulent zone for x/c > 0.45.

Figure 21 shows the so-called velocity difference be-
tween the phase locked and full statistics, thereby allowing a
clear identification of the incoming wake path. The wakes re-
main coherent and narrow, and they look very moderatly af-
fected by the local pressure gradient induced by the presence
of vanes. The velocity deficit does reach the vane suction
side in the front part of the profile, while further downstream
the suction side boundary layer growth seems to shield the
profile from the direct impact of the wake. This is also con-
firmed by the quasi-steady nature of the flow turbulence in-
tensity for x/C > 0.5 in Figure 20.
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Fig. 24. Pressure surface skin friction for off-design and incident
wake cases. Phase lock average extremes shown in gray.

7.2 Unsteady blade loading and skin friction
The blade loading and skin friction are shown in Figures

22, 23 and 24, for the full time-averaged statistics and the
limits of the phases. For comparison, the figures also incor-
porate the companion α= 44◦ case without incoming wakes.
The steady and time-averaged unsteady load distributions are
very similar, and the unsteady load fluctuations are very lim-
ited all along the profile. Still, the trailing edge steady Misen
is slightly above the time-averaged unsteady value, thereby
suggesting that the incoming wakes may have a beneficial ef-
fect on the pressure recovery. The suction side skin friction
plot of Figure 23 shows that the periodic incoming wakes
may provoke a local separation that re-attaches soon, and
never later than x/C = 0.45. While the steady skin friction
shows an earlier transition, the steady and time-averaged un-
steady remarkably collapse for x/C > 0.55. Probably, the
absence of a suction side separation in the steady flow pre-
dictions can be imputed to this early transition. With the
exception of the presence of an intermittent separation, the
steady and the unsteady results remain quite similar when
approaching the trailing edge. The pressure side skin fric-
tion plots of Figure 24 show a trend that closely resembles
that of the suction side. Here the steady and unsteady pre-
dictions are again quite similar, although the presence of the
incoming wakes seems to smear the position of transition of
the boundary layer. Once again, while the unsteady predic-
tions slightly deviate from the steady, they do collapse in the
aft portion of the profile for x/C > 0.4. The suction and pres-
sure side plots reveal very moderate differences between the
steady and unsteady predictions in the aft portion of the pro-
file, which is in agreement with what the carpet and isen-
tropic Mach number plots show.

8 CONCLUSIONS
The computations revealed that at design conditions

both RANS and LES predict a loss level in good agree-
ment with measurements. When moving off design, and us-
ing LES as a benchmark, RANS showed the correct trend
with departures from the loss levels predicted by LES below
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0.005, as visible in Figure 18. The same fair agreement be-
tween RANS and LES is confirmed for the isentropic Mach
number distribution around the airfoil for the four incidence
conditions investigated here (see Figure 9). While this agree-
ment may be satisfactory for a preliminary design investi-
gation, more fundamental differences arose when deepening
the comparison. In particular:

• The comparison of the momentum and displacement
thickness, that indicate loss levels and blockage respec-
tively, on both the pressure and suction sides, reveals
that RANS does a fair job around the design point, while
more substantial differences, attributable to the turbu-
lence model, grow at off-design (for momentum thick-
ness see Figures 16, 17).

• The nature of the loss generation predicted by LES and
RANS shows some important differences. From the loss
breakdown it is seen that the main sources of loss change
as incidence is varied. LES and RANS show a different
growth of momentum, displacement, and form losses,
culminating at α = 49◦. In particular, the relative im-
portance of suction and pressure side losses are different
between RANS and LES. This alone can have an impor-
tant impact in guiding the process to improve the design
of the airfoil.

• At positive incidence the pressure surface plays very lit-
tle part in loss generation but the suction surface now
contributes a reasonable displacement or blockage loss
as well as a high momentum loss.

• The predicted wakes, both in the immediate proximity
of the trailing edge, and further downstream, reveal sub-
stantial differences between LES and RANS at off de-
sign conditions. For the negative incidence case, the
shape of the wakes is different, although they seem to
carry a similar level of losses. This implies that LES will
predict a different interaction with downstream blade
rows as compared to RANS. Similar considerations hold
for the positive incidence case, while closer to design the
wakes are in good agreement.

• The results show differences in the boundary layer sepa-
ration and transition behavior between LES and RANS.
At positive incidence (α = 49◦), LES predicts a lead-
ing edge separation with turbulent reattachment on the
suction side. RANS (with the transition model) cap-
tures the leading edge separation but the reattachment
is predicted to be laminar, rather than turbulent, with
transition occurring further downstream through a by-
pass mechanism. A fully-turbulent RANS, not shown
here, gives a better prediction of the boundary layer be-
havior and wake profiles in this case.

• The unsteady case with periodic moving bars revealed
on first inspection very limited variation in loading with
some changes in the suction side skin friction where the
periodic wakes delay the transition point resulting in the
growth of an intermittent separation.

In general it is seen that RANS underestimates the rela-
tive displacement and momentum losses, at both positive and
negative incidence, but predicts a larger pressure loss, which

remains almost constant over the incidence sweep. We link
the loss trends as a function of incidence, as well as the loss
differences between RANS and LES, to the physical details
of the predicted flow fields. Differences in the boundary-
layer behavior, including the separation and transition behav-
ior, are highlighted.

The simulations show that RANS is indeed a valid alter-
native to LES as long as the designer concentrates on profile
pressure distributions and overall loss trends. Conversely,
corrective actions aimed at reducing losses and blade-row
interaction by controlling the shape of the wakes, may be
biased by the inability of RANS to predict the correct loss
split and off-design wakes shapes.
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Nomenclature

w Airfoil pitch
C Axial chord
x Axial distance
Pbar Bar pitch
Vbar Bar velocity
Cpb Base pressure coefficient
δ∗ Displacement thickness non-dimensionalized C
α Inlet flow angle
Misen Isentropic Mach number
θ Momentum thickness non-dimensionalized C
y Pitch distance
ω Pressure loss coefficient

(
Pt1−Pt2
Pt1−P1

)
Fred Reduced frequency
P Static pressure
Pt Total pressure

Tu Turbulence intensity (

√
(T KE)
U1

)
U Velocity
Abbreviation
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
DNS Direct numerical simulation
LES Large eddy simulation
RANS Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes
TKE Turbulent kinetic energy
Subscripts
1,2 inlet, outlet plane
n wall normal
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